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The Big Idea
In the summer of 2016 on a lunch ride with my friend Keith Boardway, he asked what I was trying to accomplish with 
this Cycling Art thing I was doing. My answer was simple “I want to be the best known cycling artist on the planet.” 
Nothing too grand. Without missing a beat Keith responded, “Then you have to go to the Tour de France.”

One year later I did.

For more than three weeks we chased the Tour de France in our motorhome while I drew and painted my way across 
the country. That’s how 21 Days of Cycling Art | Tour de France 2017 came about.

What follows in this book will never do complete justice to the adventure. How can you capture so many feelings, 
sights, smells, smiles and experiences in so few pages - you can’t. But this is what I have pulled together from my
photos and drawings, my journal, Keith’s photos and of course Harm Job’s photos. Who’s Harm Job, well he’s my 
Dutch friend, photographer, interpreter and social media butterfly. In short, Harm was my link out to the outside world 
that allowed me the opportunity to focus on my work each day.

So while Keith, aka the Birdman, took charge of our schedule, the navigation and driving our four-wheeled living space 
more than 2,800 miles we set off on our first ever epic journey across France. Starting in Dusseldorf, Germany and 
ending in Paris, a forced march driven by passion and completed through strong will, determination and just enough 
knowledge and luck to make it happen. An adventure not to be duplicated because you can only be first, once.
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What follows on these pages are the drawings I created during the trip.
Most have sold. A few remain. Some I’ve kept for myself.

Enjoy the ride.



Stage 1 - Dusseldorf-TT
I did two drawings in Dusseldorf in the rain. One under a bridge the other in a restaurant. 
It is the only drawing of Peter Sagan I did on the entire trip. I called it “Rainbow in the 
Rain”. The drawing of Chris Froome is called “Rainy Sky”.





Stage 2 - Dusseldorf to Liege
We spent Stage 2 at the headquaters for SRM Power in Julich, Germany. Where I 
drew a few more pictures adding a touch of SRM into some. The stage passed through 
Aachen, Germany where we had visited earlier.





Stage 3 - Verviers to Longwy
Stage 3 passed through Luxembourg, so that is where we watched and I worked from 
for the day. The stage was rather hilly as seen in my drawings.





Stage 4 - Mondotf-les-Bains to 
Vittel
This was our first night “wild camping”, that means pulling off on the side of a road and 
sleeping there. It’s legal in France.

We spent the day in Pont-a-Mousson a mid point in the stage - it was wonderful.





Stage 5 - Vittel to La Planche de 
Belles Filles
Yep, I rode up La Planche de Belles Filles on my 35 pound bike with my 20 pound art 
pack! I met the Devil “Didi” along the way, suffered, walked, threw a chain, almost quit 
but didn’t.

We made it to the top for an amazing day of cycling and art.





Stage 6 - Visoul to Troyes
This was our first day in a finishing city. It was a fast sprint finish and I worked near the 
finish line watching the stage on a big screen TV.

Troyes was beautiful medieval city filled with crazed cycling fans. Thousands of them 
and they like to get really close and ask you questions. I loved it. The beer was good 
too.





Stage 7 - Troyes to Nuits-Saint-
Georges
We spent the night and day working in a perfect little town called Saint Seine L’Abbaye 
mid stage on the route. This is where I made my little “Underpants in France” video. 
There was no beer involved, just a weak moment of fun.





Stage 8 Dole to
Sation des Rousses
Mid stage we stopped in Les Piards. This little farm town was a special place for me
because it was magical in it’s beauty. With the clanging of cow bells drifting off in the
distance and the little chapel. Then there was also the drinking in the garage and near 
international incident over a flag to also be remembered.

Les Piards was French perfection.





Stage 9 Nantua to Chambery
We watched and worked from the town of Culoz mid stage in the shadow of Le Grand 
Colombier. A race day filled with drama, crashes and for us an opportunity to hang out in 
the peloton feed zone.





Stage 10 - Perigueux to Bergerac
Another mid stage stop for us in the city of Sarlet La Caneda as the peloton went 
screaming past. I spent much of the day in the medieval town center working.

This town smelled like food, that’s something I remember very well.





Stage 11 - Eymet to Pau
In Eymet we stayed with Linda and Neal, kind hosts I met online. Yes, that stuff really 
works. We were also fortunate enough to get behind the scenes at the start of the days 
stage thanks to our friends at SRM Power. They make power meters for many of the 
teams and I met them originally online also. Funny how that works.

It was a very good stay in Eymet. I’d visit there again.





Stage 12 - Pau to Peragudes
La Barthe de Neste, where we stayed at Le Closier, a wonderful cycling B&B in the
Pyrenees mountains. We stayed two nights, met great new friends, ate good food, rode 
a bike in the mountains and met Fred. The 94 year-old father of our hosts Sue and Reg.

Going back here is on the must do list.





Stage 13 - Saint Girons to Foix
Bastile Day! We spent the day in Saint Girons and watched the race start from there
before we drank too much beer helping the French celebrate their independence.

Start and finish towns were always difficult to work in because of the crowds, at the 
same time I loved the energy and the attention!





Stage 14 - Blagnac to Rodez
From a start city to a finish city - Rodez is French for “wild zoo of people”!

I did get to work in a café, have a coffee and a beer before getting to the finish line to 
fight the mob for a place at the line.

Everyday was a different adventure.





Stage 15 - Laissac Severac
Englise to Le Puy en Velay
A big hilly day for the Tour de France means a mid stage town for us. We stayed and 
watched while working from a MoHo village along the route in a town called
Aumont-Aubrac. It was hot. But there were cute firewomen there to hose us down after 
the caravan went past.

The caravan was very, very good on this particular day. I got two cow keychains!





Places, faces and races.
In my work I look to focus on iconic places, faces and races as they pertain to the cycling world. 
It’s my passion and my job. I’m lucky that way.

Little did I know that following the Tour de France would teach me so much about the people that 
live in France. Over three weeks we met countless natives and transplants from the UK that were 
willing to help us. They showed patience with me killing their language, and basically accepted 
our loud American ways. My putting peanut butter on a ‘Pain au Chocolat’ one morning was even 
tolerated.

People that share a passion for cycling and especially the Tour de France have a common bond. 
A bond that transcends age, nationality and language. With very few words of French at my
command I never had difficulty communicating. Maybe that old saying is right – a picture is worth 
a thousand words.

So I shared my passion for cycling with the people I met, sold some drawings, gave some
drawings away and made new lifetime connections. Because I believe you don’t really
experience something through a lens, that just records the moment.

But when you draw something, you interpret the situation, you feel the emotions – you drink in 
the entire experience and it becomes part of you.

France is in me now.





Stage 16 - Le Puy-en-Velay to Romans sur Isere
We wild camped the day before this stage on the rest day and I also got in a great bike ride. So we got to stay in Saint Jullien Chapteuil 
for a nice long time. Oh, and did I mention we ate well most days always taking the time to make a nice meal.





Stage 17 - Le Murre to Serre 
Chavalier
This was a real mountain stage as we near the end of the Tour. We camped in a mid 
stage town called Saint Michel de Maurienne and rode up the Col de Telegraphe to work 
and watch the pelotons fight their way past us.

Riding up the Telegraphe on that bike with my pack was murder but we met lots of new 
friends when we got up there.





Stage 18 - Briancon to Izoard
We couldn’t make it to the top of this famous mountain finish so we watched in Embrun 
where the Tour would pass through and then start on the next day.

We found a great location along the river valley to watch and work and then got drunk 
with some Brits. All in all, a very good day. We were starting to get the hang of this now 
after three weeks.

Drive. Eat. Drink. Draw. Repeat.





Stage 19 - Embrun to Salon de 
Provence
Like all the other start towns the crowds in Embrun were just as big and just as crazy. 
I found myself a nice place on the line where the riders prep to go out on the start. I’m 
well versed now as to how this all works. Positioning is everything.

After the midday start we loaded up the MoHo for our eight hour drive back to Sens and 
return the motorhome. We had to skip Stage 20 to get back to Paris, too bad Marseille 
would have been pretty. But we found a nice spot for our last wild camp night.





Stage 21 - Paris
My first time in Paris. What a way to get here, but worth the effort.

I worked from a spot right outside the famous Auto Club on the Place de la Concorde 
where we stayed and watched the race with Trek Travel, another new friend.

To say it was sureal would be an understatement after three weeks in a motorhome here 
we were in a palace sipping champaign.

With all the drawings complete I took a moment, as I did many times along the way, to 
take stock as to what was accomplished. This epic adventure was drawing to a close 
and I was more than satisfied with the outcome. In my mind it was a true success on 
every level and it’s on my calendar already to do again.

How else can I be the cycling artist that goes to the Tour de France unless I keep doing 
it again and again.

Vive le Tour!







Fin
Twenty-One Days of Cycling Art | Tour de France 2017 was my first trip to France. The 
first time I met Harm Job in person. My first time watching the Tour de France in person 
and my first trip in a motorhome.

I also claim that I am the first cycling artist to follow the Tour drawing pictures every day. 
And until someone says otherwise, that’s my story.

Thanks to everyone that followed the adventure on social media and a special thanks to 
Harm Job, Keith Boardway and my wife Deb for their unwavering belief and support in 
my crazy dream.

If you’d like to learn more about my work, upcoming adventures or commission
assignments please contact me any time at your convenience.

Merci.

Michael

Michael Valenti
mike@valentiadv.com
312 231-2529

michaelvalenti.com
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For more information on how you can work with VALENTI contact:

Michael Valenti
mike@valentiadv.com
312 231-2529

michaelvalenti.com

The words and images in this book are the property of VALENTI LLC  please enjoy them but don’t steal 
them because I’ll have to show up at your house with Keith and Harm Job and drink all your beer.

© 2017 VALENTI LLC


